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We investigate the acceleration of a proton beam driven by intense tera-hertz (THz) laser field from a
near critical density hydrogen plasma. Two-dimension-in-space and three-dimension-in-velocity
particle-in-cell simulation results show that a relatively long wavelength and an intense THz laser
can be employed for proton acceleration to high energies from near critical density plasmas. We
adopt here the electromagnetic field in a long wavelength (0.33 THz) regime in contrast to the optical
and/or near infrared wavelength regime, which offers distinct advantages due to their long wave-
length (k ¼ 350 lm), such as the k2 scaling of the electron ponderomotive energy. Simulation
study delineates the evolution of THz laser field in a near critical plasma reflecting the enhancement
in the electric field of laser, which can be of high relevance for staged or post ion acceleration.
Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4953803]
When an intense laser light interacts with the plasma,
the electrons acquire an exponential energy distribution with
a mean energy of kBTe ¼ mec2ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1þ a20Þ
p  1Þ due to the
ponderomotive acceleration of electrons.1 With intensities
available today (I ¼ 1018  1021 W=cm2; k ¼ 1 lm), the ions
hardly move in the electric field of the laser. As soon as the
laser starts to tear off the electrons, its eðv BÞ force pushes
electrons forward and electric field evolves due to the charge
separation. The evolved longitudinal electric fields can be as
high as the electric field of the laser itself but are stationary
for the laser pulse duration, which is why they are called
quasi-static. The relativistically intense lasers can accelerate
ion beams from plasma to high energies (>MeV) in an
extremely short distance. A recent development has demon-
strated the laser driven acceleration of protons via different
types of mechanisms, e.g., target-normal sheath acceleration
(TNSA),2–9 radiation pressure acceleration (RPA),10–14
shock wave acceleration (SWA),15–17 and relativistic trans-
parency regime,18–21 which are the center of experiments
and theoretical investigations.
Acceleration of protons to high energy by a laser-
plasma interaction is possible due to the production of hot
electrons and the generation of very strong ambipolar fields.
Hot electrons sheath production depends on large value of
I  k2 and on steep plasma density gradients, furthermore,
the ion energy scales approximately with the irradiance
ðI  k2Þ1=2 (Ref. 7) of a laser. The ion energy dependence on
irradiance of the laser field is the point of motivation in this
article to focus towards the acceleration of protons driven by
long wavelength (50–100 times longer than 800 nm10 lm
wavelength) Terahertz (THz) laser fields. Recent experimen-
tal investigation16 on monoenergetic high-energy proton
beam generation has attracted great deal of attention towards
the long wavelength regime of particle acceleration. The
experiment has demonstrated the generation of 20MeV
proton beam via the mechanism of collisionless shock accel-
eration driven by the 10 lm CO2 laser interacting with a rel-
atively low density gas-jet target.
Recent development for the generation of intense THz
source has enabled many new applications such as THz-
enhanced attosecond pulse generation,22 undulation of
relativistic electron bunches,23,24 the post-acceleration of
laser-driven protons and ions,25 switching and controlling
of magnetic domains.26
In the low-frequency THz spectral range (0.1–2 THz),
the highest energy 0.4 mJ (Ref. 27) and the electric field of
1.2 MV/cm (Ref. 28) are obtained by optical rectification
(OR) in lithium niobate (LN) with tilted-pulse-front pumping
(TPFP). In the 2–10 THz range, 0.9 mJ with 42 MV/cm
energy is produced in organic crystal by OR.29
In the high-frequency THz spectral range (10–100 THz),
extremely high fields (100 MV/cm) are available.30 In low-
frequency THz range with TPFP technique, the THz energy
will be increased beyond 1 mJ by using a high power pump
pulse and cryogenic cooling of LN. By utilising the contact-
grating technique31 for TPFP, the THz pulse energy can be
increased further. The recent development of high energy
and high repetition rate laser sources (e.g., ELI-ALPS32)
may provide the access to relativistic intense THz field.
In this investigation, we demonstrate the acceleration of
protons via the interaction of low frequency (long wave-
length), strong THz field with low density H2 gas plasma.
The irradiance of the THz field at 350 lm is estimated in the
relativistic domain. We use the H2 gas target for proton
acceleration driven by intense THz laser field. The gas tar-
gets are better alternative to solid foils because of their oper-
ation at high repetition rate. For a 350 lm THz laser, the
critical density is 1015cm3, the plasma density in this range
can be easily obtained by ionization of H2 gas targets. The
two-dimension-in-space and three-dimension-in-velocity
(2D3V) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations are performed
with PIConGPU simulation CODE,33,34 which is a fullya)Email: ashutosh.sharma@eli-alps.hu
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relativistic electromagnetic simulation code. It includes the
utilities for data analysis and scripts for data visualiza-
tion.35–39 The PIC algorithm is used in PIConGPU to
describe the kinetic plasma model. A charge-conserving cur-
rent deposition algorithm is applied in electromagnetic limit
to enable the integration of Maxwell’s equations without any
additional divergence correction. The instantaneous charge
distribution is used to calculate the Poisson’s equation at ev-
ery time step in the electrostatic limit.
We start with a simulation while focusing the interaction
of intense THz laser field with a preformed near critical den-
sity plasma. As shown in Fig. 1(a), we investigate the THz
laser interaction with an inhomogeneous density plasma
consisting of the linear density ramp followed by the
exponentially decaying density profile. The density profile of
preformed plasma considered here is similar to the experi-
mentally measured plasma density profile of hydrogen gas
jet.16 In this study, linear density ramp and exponentially
falling density profile are assumed of similar scale length to
reduce the dissipation of shock field (which is responsible
for high quality ion beam) through its propagation in expo-
nential density profile. The THz field with a Gaussian inten-
sity profile (in transverse direction along the x-axis) is
incident on plasma target from left side and propagates in
the y-direction. We consider a 4.6 ps linearly polarized laser
pulse incident from the left side on the hydrogen plasma tar-
get. The dimensionless peak amplitude of the incident laser
pulse is a0 ¼ eE0=mexc ¼ 1, where E0 is the laser field am-
plitude, x is the laser frequency, k ¼ 350 lm is the laser
wavelength, c is the light speed in a vacuum, and me and e
are the electron mass and charge at rest, respectively. The
focused radius of the laser is 5k. The plasma length is 4k.
The plasma is assumed to be fully ionized into protons and
electrons before the arrival of the main pulse. The peak
plasma density is ne ¼ 2:0ncr , where ncr is the critical den-
sity corresponding to the laser frequency. The size of the
simulation box is ð20 51Þk2, and the cell number is
2048 5120. Each cell is filled with 2 protons and 2 elec-
trons. Fig. 2 shows the electron (a)–(c)/ion (d)–(f) density at
time instant t¼ 29 ps (a) and (d), t¼ 233 ps (b) and (e), and
t¼ 291 ps (c) and (f), from two-dimensional (2D) particle-
in-cell (PIC) simulations of the interaction of two-cycle
FIG. 1. The initial laser-plasma setup.
FIG. 2. The contour plot of the electron and ion density at time instant (a) and (d) 29 ps, (b) and (e) 233 ps, and (c) and (f) 291 ps; the colorbar shows the varia-
tion in electron/ion density where density is normalised with the critical density. The X and Y-axes are normalised with the laser wavelength k ¼ 350lm.
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duration, linearly polarized laser pulse with a hydrogen gas
target having the inhomogeneous density profile with peak
density ne ¼ 2:0ncr. The plot shows that as the laser field
propagates in the plasma from the underdense plasma region
to the overdense region, it bores a hole in it. The hole depth
increases with a velocity of 0.017 c. The hole boring velocity
is estimated by balancing the momentum flux of the mass
flow with the light pressure.10
Fig. 3 illustrates the evolution of electric field where the
temporal evolution of laser electric field (a) and (b) and lon-
gitudinal electric field (c) and (d) is shown as the laser propa-
gates along the propagation axis (Y-axis). The longitudinal
electric field as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) corresponds to
the evolution of shock field. Initially, plasma target with a
linear density ramp is relativistically under-dense for the
intense laser field (a0¼ 1); laser interacts with the significant
volume of the target which allows the efficient heating of
electrons. Hot electrons produced at the front surface propa-
gate to the back of the target where the laser field is almost
absent; return current electrons migrate to the left of the tar-
get, where they are heated by the laser field. The initial
build-up of the return current together with the quick recircu-
lation of the heated electrons due to the space charge field
(Fig. 3(a)) at the front and the rear side of the target will lead
to a uniform temperature profile, resulting in the generation
of shock field (Fig. 3(b)) and ions reflection from it to high
energy. As the transmitted laser field and shock field propa-
gate further in the plasma and combine with the TNSA field
at the rear side of the target, this superposition amplifies the
accelerating field (Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)) at the rear side of the
target, resulting in the higher proton energy.
In order to understand the energy distribution of acceler-
ated protons at the rear side of the target, we show in Fig. 4
the distribution of proton energy density at 291 ps (a) and
correspondingly the proton energy spectrum (b). We can see
from the energy density distribution of protons that high
energy protons are confined around the laser axis. The spec-
trum in Fig. 4 shows a peak at an energy of about 0.5MeV,
FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of electric
field of laser and longitudinal electric
field at t¼ 233 ps (a) and (c) and
t¼ 291 ps (b) and (d).
FIG. 4. Distribution of proton energy
density (a) and proton energy spectrum
(b), at time instant 291 ps.
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corresponding to protons travelling near the axis; protons of
lower energy are accelerated at the edges of the laser spot
where the intensity is lower. We estimated from the simula-
tion results the fraction of THz laser field absorption into the
plasma as 0.6 (60%) which is close to the measured absorp-
tion16,17 of short wavelength laser interacting with the gas
target.
We further demonstrate the THz laser driven particle dy-
namics in underdense plasma followed by the overdense
plasma region. The 2D PIC simulations are performed, con-
sidering the combined effect of underdense and overdense
plasma density. The plasma density is linearly ramped from
0 to 1ncr, over a distance of 5k, followed by a plasma of
length one wavelength at density 1ncr when the linear ramp
approaches to the peak plasma density. The initial laser-
plasma parameters are similar to the considered in previous
simulation study. As the laser light approaches towards the
peak density region, the field reflects from the critical surface
and sets up a standing wave pattern. The plasma response to
the resulting spatial variation of the ponderomotive force is
to form periodic density depression. The density depressions
collapse further while the density at the side of cavities
increases more than the critical density. Such corrugated
plasma surfaces, which are identical to the “bubble” struc-
ture formation as shown by Valeo and Estabrook40 and by
Lindman and Kindel et al.41
Fig. 5(a) shows the spatial distribution of ion density
where the circular cavities can be seen with the radiation
trapped inside it. These structures are accelerated due to the
pressure associated with the intense field of focused THz
laser in underdense plasma, while the perturbation near to
the peak density surface is due to the electron dynamics in
plasma in the region of underdense plasma just before the
ions have a chance to move. Fig. 5(c) explains the longitudi-
nal electric field associated with these structures along the
propagation direction, which indicates the possibility of pro-
ton acceleration.
We also observed via the numerical simulation, spatio-
temporal evolution of the THz laser pulse in a near critical
density plasma and indicated the steepening of laser pulse
which may provide the sharp rising, intense laser field for
staged ion acceleration42 and RPA ion acceleration.43
We show in Figs. 6(a)–6(c) the spatio-temporal evolution of
laser field in a homogeneous near critical density plasma
ne ¼ 0:1ncr at different time instant along the laser propaga-
tion direction. Figs. 6(d)–6(f) show the evolution of the electric
FIG. 5. (a)The spatial distribution of
ion density at time instant 291 ps; the
color bar shows the variation in density
which is normalised with the critical
density. (b) The variation of ion den-
sity normal to the direction of propaga-
tion (Y-axis) at time instant 291 ps
around Y ¼ 5k. (c) The variation of
longitudinal electric field along the
propagation direction at time instant
291 ps around X ¼ 5k. The X and Y-
axes are normalised with the laser
wavelength k ¼ 350lm.
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field of THz laser at different time instant corresponding to
the propagation distance in plasma, as shown in Figs.
6(a)–6(c). It is evident from the plots that there is shortening
of pulse in temporal domain, because the high intensity part
of the laser pulse travels faster than the front. The relativistic
focusing and pulse shortening can be explained via the spatio-
temporal evolution of refractive index of plasma under the rel-
ativistic intense field. Due to the relativistic effect, the refrac-
tive index of plasma modifies as np ¼ ½1 c1ðxP=xÞ21=2.
Thus, there is a strong possibility to exploit the relativistic
THz field to sharp rising, high contrast and high intensity laser
field from the near critical density plasma, an ideal source
field for post acceleration and in the regime of RPA.
In this study, we demonstrated the merits of a long-
wavelength picosecond THz laser pulse for accelerating pro-
tons from a near critical density hydrogen plasma. We
employ the particle-in-cell simulation to investigate the
interaction of intense THz laser field with the near critical
density plasma. In particular, we explored that wavelength
scaling of the electron ponderomotive energy and critical
plasma density may permit the production of high-quality
proton beams via the interaction of a THz laser beam with a
hydrogen gas target. The intensity of the THz laser was sev-
eral orders of magnitude lower than the minimum required
for producing protons of the same energy with a solid-state
laser. The potential advantages of long-wavelength lasers as
ion-beam drivers are based on the interplay of physical pa-
rameters, such as the ponderomotive energy conveyed to a
charged particle by the laser field ðk2Þ, and the critical
plasma-density ðk2Þ. In addition, the gas jet affords good
control over the repetition rate and purity of the produced
beams. The formation of bubble structures have also been
shown to occur for plasma which has an initial density
everywhere slightly less than the critical. Therefore, combin-
ing an intense THz laser field with a near critical density
plasma target may offer a unique opportunity for a break-
through. The THz laser driven proton acceleration can be
enhanced further by employing the THz pulse train where ini-
tial interaction of a laser pulse with target will be utilised to
heat the plasma electrons and driving the shock field. The post
interaction of pulse train may enhance further the absorption
and heating of plasma electrons which is responsible to drive
the stable shock field to reflect the ions from it to high energies.
We performed PIC simulation utilising the code
PIConGPU33 in this research work. We acknowledge support
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